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Abstract. The proof system ∀-Exp+Res formally captures expansionbased solving of quantified Boolean formulas (QBFs) whereas the QRAT
proof system captures QBF preprocessing. From previous work it is
known that certain families of formulas have short proofs in QRAT but
not in ∀-Exp+Res. However, it was not known if the two proof systems
were incomparable (i.e., if there also existed QBFs with short ∀-Exp+Res
proofs but without short QRAT proofs), or if QRAT polynomially simulates ∀-Exp+Res. We close this gap of the QBF-proof-complexity landscape by presenting a polynomial simulation of ∀-Exp+Res in QRAT. Our
simulation shows how definition introduction combined with extendeduniversal reduction can mimic the concept of universal expansion.
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Introduction

Proof systems for quantified Boolean formulas (QBFs) have been extensively
studied to obtain a better understanding of the strengths and limitations of
different QBF-solving approaches (e.g., [5, 10, 8, 3, 13, 25]). Much is known about
instantiation-based proof systems [16, 4, 5], which provide the foundation for
expansion-based solvers [15, 7], and about Q-resolution systems [13, 20, 28, 1, 26,
2, 6, 14, 23], which provide the foundation for search-based solvers [21, 22]. There
is, however, one other practically useful proof system that is quite different from
the aforementioned ones and whose exact place in the complexity landscape is
still unclear: the QRAT proof system [12].
The QRAT proof system is a generalization of DRAT [27] (the de-facto standard for proofs in practical SAT solving) that has its strengths when it comes to
preprocessing: Many QBF solvers benefit from preprocessing techniques to simplify a QBF before they actually evaluate its truth. With the QRAT system, it
is possible to certify the correctness of virtually all preprocessing simplifications
performed by state-of-the-art QBF solvers and preprocessors. Recently, it has
been shown that QRAT can polynomially simulate the long-distance-resolution
calculus, a strictly stronger extension of the Q-Resolution calculus [18]. So far,
however, it has not been known if QRAT can also polynomially simulate the
instantiation-based calculus ∀-Exp+Res [16]. In this short paper, we show that
this is indeed the case by providing a simulation whose resulting QRAT proof is
only linear in the size of the original ∀-Exp+Res proof.
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Preliminaries

We consider quantified Boolean formulas in prenex conjunctive normal form
(PCNF), which are of the form Q.ψ, where Q is a quantifier prefix and ψ, called
the matrix of the QBF, is a propositional formula in conjunctive normal form
(CNF); we define propositional formulas and quantifier prefixes in the following.
Propositional formulas in CNF are built from variables and logical operators
as follows. A literal is either a variable x (a positive literal ) or the negation x̄
of a variable x (a negative literal ). The complement ¯l of a literal l is defined as
¯l = x̄ if l = x and ¯l = x if l = x̄. A clause is a finite disjunction of the form
(l1 ∨ · · · ∨ ln ) where l1 , . . . , ln are literals. We denote the empty clause by ⊥. A
clause with exactly one literal is a unit clause. A formula is a finite conjunction
of the form C1 ∧· · ·∧Cm where C1 , . . . , Cm are clauses. Clauses can be viewed as
sets of literals, and formulas can be viewed as sets of clauses. For an expression
(i.e., a literal, formula, etc.) E, we denote the set of variables occurring in E by
var (E). If var (E) is a singleton set, we sometimes treat it like a variable.
A quantifier prefix has the form Q1 X1 . . . Qq Xq where all the Xi are mutually
disjoint sets of variables, Qi ∈ {∀, ∃}, and Qi 6= Qi+1 . The quantifier of a literal
l is Qi if var (l) ∈ Xi . Given a literal l with quantifier Qi and a literal k with
quantifier Qj , we write l ≤Q k if i ≤ j, and l <Q k if i < j. We sometimes write
l ≤ k instead of l ≤Q k, and we write l < k instead of l <Q k if Q is clear from
the context. If l ≤ k, we say that l occurs left of k.
Given a literal l and a propositional formula ψ, we define ψ[l] to be the
formula obtained from ψ by first removing all clauses that contain l and then
removing ¯l from all remaining clauses. The result of applying the unit-clause rule
to ψ is the formula ψ[l] where (l) is a unit clause in F . The iterated application
of the unit-clause rule, until either the empty clause is derived or no unit clauses
are left, is called unit propagation. In case unit propagation derives the empty
clause, we say that unit propagation derived a conflict on ψ.
Given a propositional formula ψ and a clause (l1 ∨ · · · ∨ lk ), we say that ψ
implies (l1 ∨ · · · ∨ lk ) via unit propagation—denoted by ψ `1 (l1 ∨ · · · ∨ lk )—
if unit propagation derives a conflict on ψ ∧ (¯l1 ) ∧ · · · ∧ (¯lk ). For example, the
formula (x̄ ∨ z) ∧ (ȳ ∨ z̄) implies the clause (x̄ ∨ ȳ) via unit propagation since
unit propagation derives a conflict on (x̄ ∨ z) ∧ (ȳ ∨ z̄) ∧ (x) ∧ (y).
A QBF ∃xQ.ψ is true if at least one of Q.ψ[x] and Q.ψ[x̄] is true, otherwise
it is false. Respectively, a QBF ∀xQ.ψ is true if both Q.ψ[x] and Q.ψ[x̄] are true,
otherwise it is false. If the matrix ψ of a QBF Q.ψ is the empty formula, then
Q.ψ is true. If φ contains the empty clause, then Q.ψ is false.
An assignment is a function from variables to the truth values 1 (true) and
0 (false). We denote assignments by the sequences of literals they satisfy. E.g.,
xȳ denotes the assignment that assigns 1 to x and 0 to y.
Finally, for the formal definition of polynomial simulations between proof
systems we refer to Cook and Reckhow [9]. An informal summary is this: A proof
system f polynomially simulates a proof system g if there exists a polynomialtime procedure that transforms g-proofs into f -proofs.
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The QRAT Proof System

Here, we introduce the basics of the QRAT proof system [12]. The two main concepts behind QRAT are QRAT literals and universal reduction via the reflexiveresolution-path dependency scheme [11].
The definition of QRAT literals is based on the notion of an outer resolvent.
Given two clauses C ∨ l, D ∨ ¯l of a QBF Q.ψ, the outer resolvent C ∨ l ./lQ D ∨ ¯l
of C ∨ l with D ∨ ¯l upon l is the clause consisting of all literals in C together with
those literals of D that occur left of l, i.e., the clause C ∪{k | k ∈ D and k ≤Q l}.
If all outer resolvents upon a literal are implied via unit propagation, then that
literal is a QRAT literal [12]:
Definition 1. A literal l is a QRAT literal in a clause C ∨ l with respect to a
QBF Q.ψ if, for every clause D ∨ ¯l ∈ ψ \{C ∨l}, it holds that ψ 1̀ C ∨l ./lQ D ∨ ¯l.
Example 1. Let C = (b ∨ x ∨ y) and let φ = ∃ab∀xQy∃c.(b̄ ∨ ȳ ∨ c) ∧ (a ∨ ȳ ∨ c) ∧
(a ∨ b ∨ x), where Q ∈ {∃, ∀}. The literal y is a QRAT literal in C with respect
to φ since there are two outer resolvents: the tautology (b ∨ b̄ ∨ x), obtained by
resolving with (b̄ ∨ ȳ ∨ c), and the clause (a ∨ b ∨ x), obtained by resolving with
(a ∨ ȳ ∨ c). The matrix of φ implies both outer resolvents via unit propagation.
Let φ = Q.ψ be a QBF. If a universal literal u is a QRAT literal in a clause
C ∈ ψ, the removal of u from C is called QRAT-literal elimination. If, after
adding a universal literal u to a clause C ∈ ψ, u becomes a QRAT literal, then
this addition is called QRAT-literal addition. If a clause contains an existential
QRAT literal, it is called a QRAT clause (or simply a QRAT) with respect to φ;
its addition to a QBF is called QRAT addition and its removal is called QRAT
elimination. It can be shown that QRAT-literal addition and elimination as well
as QRAT-clause addition and elimination preserve the truth value of a QBF.
The introduction of definition clauses of the form (x̄ ∨ y), (x ∨ ȳ) (where x is
a fresh variable not occurring in φ), is an instance of QRAT addition if we put x
into the same quantifier block as y: (x̄ ∨ y) is a QRAT since x is fresh and thus
there are no outer resolvents upon x̄; (x ∨ ȳ) is then a QRAT since the only outer
resolvent upon x is the tautology (ȳ ∨ y), obtained by resolving with (x̄ ∨ y).
The reflexive-resolution-path dependency scheme (short, Drrs ) is based on
the notion of a resolution path [11]. Intuitively, a QBF contains a resolution
path between a universal literal u and an existential literal e if we can start
with a clause that contains u and perform a number of resolution steps over
existential literals that occur right of u to obtain a clause that contains both u
and e. An example of a resolution path is given in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. A resolution path from u to e4 .
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ē3 ∨ · · · ∨ e4
{z
}
|
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Definition 2. Given a QBF φ = Q.ψ, a universal literal u, and an existential
literal en , φ contains a resolution path from u to en if there exists a sequence
C1 , . . . , Cn of clauses and a sequence e1 , . . . , en−1 of existential literals such that
(1 )
(2 )
(3 )
(4 )

u ∈ C1 and en ∈ Cn ,
e1 , . . . , en occur right of u,
ei ∈ Ci , ēi ∈ Ci+1 , for i ∈ 1, . . . , n − 1, and
var (ei ) 6= var (ei+1 ) for i ∈ 1, . . . , n − 1.

The reflexive-resolution-path dependency scheme defines that a literal e depends
on a literal u if and only if e is existential, u is universal, and at least one of
the following conditions holds: (1) There exist resolution paths from u to e and
from ū to ē. (2) There exist resolution paths from u to ē and from ū to e.
Next we define the QRAT proof system. In the QRAT proof system, a derivation for a QBF φ = Q.ψ is a sequence M1 , . . . , Mn of proof steps. Starting with
φ0 = φ, every Mi modifies φi−1 in one of the following five ways, which results
in a new formula φi = Qi .ψi , which we call the accumulated formula at step i:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

Add a clause that is implied by ψi−1 via unit propagation.
Add a clause that is a QRAT clause with respect to φi−1 .
Remove an arbitrary clause from φi−1 .
Remove a QRAT literal from a clause in φi−1 .
Remove a universal literal u from a clause C ∨ u ∈ φi−1 where all l ∈ C
are independent of u according to Drrs (“extended universal reduction”).

A QRAT derivation M1 , . . . , Mn thus derives new formulas φ1 , . . . , φn from φ.
If the final formula φn contains ⊥, then the derivation is a (refutation) proof of φ.
To simplify the presentation, we do not specify in detail how the modification
steps Mi are represented syntactically, but it should be clear that their size needs
to be at most linear with respect to the involved clauses and literals. Note that
certain proof steps can modify the quantifier prefix.
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The ∀-Exp+Res Proof System

A ∀-Exp+Res proof of a QBF φ = Q.ψ is a sequence C1 , . . . , Cn of clauses
where each clause is obtained either via the axiom rule or the resolution rule.
The axiom rule is as follows:
C
(Ax)
{lτl | l ∈ C, l is existential}
Here, C is a clause of ψ, τ is an assignment that falsifies all universal literals of
C, and τl denotes the assignment τ restricted to the universal variables u with
u < l. Intuitively, τl can be seen as an annotation of the literal l. For example,
the axiom rule allows us to use the assignment τ = uv̄ for deriving the clause
xu ∨ ȳ uv̄ from the formula ∀u∃x∀v∃y.(ū ∨ x ∨ v ∨ ȳ). The resolution rule of
∀-Exp+Res is just the usual resolution rule from propositional logic—it derives
a new clause Ck from two earlier clauses Ci , Cj with i, j < k:
4

C ∨ lτ
D ∨ ¯lτ (Res)
C ∨D
We next illustrate the intuition behind the simulation of ∀-Exp+Res by QRAT.
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Simulating ∀-Exp+Res by QRAT: Intuition

To simulate ∀-Exp+Res by QRAT, we need to find a way to simulate applications
of the axiom rule. Intuitively, the axiom rule introduces multiple instantiations
of a single existential variable because, in satisfying assignments of the formula,
this variable might take different truth values depending on the truth values of
the universal variables that occur left of it. We can introduce these instantiations
in QRAT by first adding definitions of the new variables and then eliminating
the superfluous universal variables with extended-universal reduction. Once this
is done, we can just straightforwardly perform the remaining resolution steps in
QRAT since resolvents are implied via unit propagation. Assume a ∀-Exp+Res
proof uses the axiom rule as follows, where the quantifier prefix is ∀u∃x∀v∃y:
ū ∨ x ∨ v ∨ y
(Ax)
xu ∨ y uv̄
We simulate the derivation of (xu ∨ y uv̄ ) in QRAT as follows:
(1) Add definitions for the new variables xu and y uv̄ , where xu goes to the
same quantifier block as x and y uv̄ goes to the same quantifier block as y.
The new clauses are (x̄ ∨ xu ), (x ∨ x̄u ), (ȳ ∨ y uv̄ ), (y ∨ ȳ uv̄ ).
(2) Add a clause that is similar to the original clause (ū ∨ x ∨ v ∨ y), with the
only difference that we now use the new annotated variables instead of the
original ones. Observe that we can resolve (x̄ ∨ xu ) with (ū ∨ x ∨ v ∨ y) to
replace x by xu ; likewise for y and y uv̄ . Because of this, (ū ∨ x ∨ v ∨ y) and
the definition clauses together imply the new clause, (ū ∨ xu ∨ v ∨ y uv̄ ),
via unit propagation.
(3) Eliminate (ū ∨ x ∨ v ∨ y) and the definition clauses introduced in step 1.
(4) Eliminate the universal literals ū and v from (ū∨xu ∨v ∨y uv̄ ) by extended
universal reduction, resulting in the clause (xu ∨ y uv̄ ).
The correctness of the fourth step is a consequence of Lemma 1, which we prove
in the next section, where we define our simulation.

6

Simulating ∀-Exp+Res by QRAT

We start with a QBF Q.ψ and a ∀-Exp+Res proof π of Q.ψ. We then construct
a QRAT proof Π of Q.ψ as follows:
Step 1 (Introduction of Definitions): For each annotated variable xτ in the
∀-Exp+Res proof π, we introduce a definition of the form (x̄ ∨ xτ ), (x ∨ x̄τ ).
We also put xτ into the same quantifier block as x. Note that each annotated
5

variable must have been obtained by an application of the axiom rule. The
definition introductions are QRAT additions, as explained on page 3. We denote
the resulting accumulated formula by Q0 .ψ1 .
Step 2 (Introduction of Annotated Clauses): For each clause C τ ∈ π that
was obtained from a clause C ∈ ψ by applying the axiom rule with the assignment τ , we add the clause C τ ∨ ū1 ∨ · · · ∨ ūk . Since C and the definitions of the
annotated literals of C τ are in ψ1 , the clause C τ ∨ ū1 ∨ · · · ∨ ūk is implied via unit
propagation and thus it can be added as a QRAT. We denote the accumulated
formula after performing all these QRAT additions by Q0 .ψ2
Step 3 (Elimination of Input Clauses and Definitions): We now eliminate
all clauses of ψ as well as the definitions introduced in step 1 since we don’t need
them anymore. Note that QRAT allows the elimination of arbitrary clauses. We
thus obtain the accumulated formula Q0 .ψ3 with ψ3 := ψ2 \ ψ1 .
Step 4 (Removal of Universal Literals): We now remove all universal literals
from the clauses in ψ3 . We start by removing the occurrences of the right-most
variable u and apply extended universal reduction on all clauses in which it
occurs. Once u is eliminated, we move on to the new right-most variable and
eliminate it. We also remove eliminated variables from the quantifier prefix. We
repeat this for all universal literals and denote the resulting accumulated formula
by Q00 .ψ4 . It remains to show that all the removal steps are valid extendeduniversal-reduction steps. This is a consequence of the following lemma:
Lemma 1. If Q0 .ψ3 contains a resolution path from u to e, then e must be an
annotated literal of the form lτ where the assignment τ falsifies u.
Proof. Suppose there exists a resolution path C1 , . . . , Cn from u to e. We show
by induction on n that e is of the form lτ where τ falsifies u.
Base Case (n = 1): C1 contains both u and e. Hence, all the existential literals
of C1 must have been obtained by instantiating with an assignment that falsifies
all universal literals of C1 . Moreover, by the definition of resolution paths, e must
occur right of u. Hence, e must be of the form lτ where τ falsifies u.
Induction Step (n > 1): Since C1 , . . . , Cn is a resolution path from u to e, we
know that e ∈ Cn and that C1 , . . . , Cn−1 is a resolution path from u to some
literal en−1 such that en−1 ∈ Cn−1 and ēn−1 ∈ Cn . By the induction hypothesis,
τ
where τ falsifies u. But then, since ēn−1 ∈ Cn , we know
en−1 is of the form ln−1
that Cn must have been obtained by instantiating it with an assignment that
falsifies u. It follows that e is of the form lτ where τ falsifies u.
t
u
Thus, whenever we eliminate a universal literal u from a clause C in step 4,
then Drrs defines each existential literal e ∈ C that occurs right of u to be
independent of u (literals to the left of u are trivially independent of u): Since
e ∈ C, we know that e is of the form lτ where τ falsifies u. Thus, there cannot
exist resolution paths from ū to e or to ē, for otherwise Lemma 1 would tell us
that e is of the form lσ where σ falsifies ū. Hence, e is independent of u according
to Drrs . Note that, strictly speaking, Lemma 1 would only guarantee that the
6

a∨x∨b∨y∨c
a ∨ x ∨ b ∨ y ∨ c̄
a ∨ bx̄ ∨ cx̄ȳ
a ∨ bx̄ ∨ c̄x̄ȳ
x̄
a∨b
a

x ∨ b̄
b̄x̄

ȳ ∨ c
cxy

ā ∨ x̄ ∨ b ∨ c̄
ā ∨ bx ∨ c̄xy
ā ∨ bx

bx

x̄ ∨ b̄
b̄x

⊥
Fig. 2. Example of a ∀-Exp+Res refutation.

first elimination of a universal literal is a valid extended-universal-reduction
step (because the elimination modifies the formula Q0 .ψ3 ). However, since the
elimination of universal literals does not introduce additional resolution paths,
all eliminations of universal literals are valid extended-universal-reduction steps.
Step 5 (Resolution Proof ): In this last step, we perform all resolution steps
of π as QRAT additions to derive the empty clause. This is possible since ψ4
contains all clauses that are involved in the resolution proof. We thus conclude:
Theorem 2. Π is a QRAT refutation of Q.ψ.
We illustrate our simulation on an example before showing that it is polynomial:
Example 2. Fig. 2 shows a ∀-Exp+Res refutation of ∃a∀x∃b∀y∃c.ψ with
ψ = (a ∨ x ∨ b ∨ y ∨ c) ∧ (a ∨ x ∨ b ∨ y ∨ c̄) ∧ (x ∨ b̄) ∧ (ȳ ∨ c) ∧ (ā ∨ x̄ ∨ b ∨ c̄) ∧ (x̄ ∨ b̄).
For simulating this proof in QRAT, we proceed as follows.
(1) We introduce definitions of the annotated variables by adding the following
eight QRAT clauses:
(b̄ ∨ bx̄ )
(b ∨ b̄x̄ )

(b̄ ∨ bx )
(b ∨ b̄x )

(c̄ ∨ cx̄ȳ )
(c ∨ c̄x̄ȳ )

(c̄ ∨ cxy )
(c ∨ c̄xy )

(2) We then introduce the following QRAT clauses, which correspond to applications of the axiom rule in ∀-Exp+Res:
(a ∨ x ∨ bx̄ ∨ y ∨ cx̄ȳ )
(a ∨ x ∨ bx̄ ∨ y ∨ c̄x̄ȳ )

(ȳ ∨ cxy )
(ā ∨ x̄ ∨ bx ∨ c̄xy )

(x ∨ b̄x̄ )
(x̄ ∨ b̄x )

(3) We remove the original clauses and the clauses introduced in step 1. Only
the clauses introduced in step 2 remain.
(4) From the remaining clauses, we first remove all occurrences of y and then
all occurrences of x via extended universal reduction. We obtain the clauses
introduced by applications of the axiom rule in the ∀-Exp+Res proof.
(5) Finally, we can simply perform the resolution steps of the ∀-Exp+Res proof
to obtain a QRAT refutation of the input formula.
t
u

This concludes the example.
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It remains to show that the simulation is polynomial. We first bound the size
(measured by the number of symbols) of the resulting QRAT proof:
Lemma 3. Π is linear in the size of π.
Proof. In step 1 (definition introduction), we perform two QRAT additions for
each annotated variable in the ∀-Exp+Res proof π. The size of the corresponding
QRAT derivation is clearly linear with respect to π. In step 2, we perform one
QRAT addition for each application of the axiom rule in π, again resulting in a
linear-size QRAT derivation. In step 3, we eliminate clauses of ψ and definitions—
also clearly linear. In step 4, we remove universal literals from existing clauses.
All these universal literals are contained in π as their respective clauses are
involved in applications of the axiom rule. Hence, also this step yields a QRAT
derivation of linear size. Finally, the resolution proof derived in step 5 is part of
π and thus also of linear size with respect to π. We conclude that the size of the
final QRAT proof is linear with respect to the size of π.
t
u
It should now be clear that our simulation can be performed in polynomial time:
Theorem 4. QRAT polynomially simulates ∀-Exp+Res.

7

Conclusion

We filled an empty spot in the QBF-proof-complexity landscape by showing
that QRAT polynomially simulates universal expansion in general, and the proof
system ∀-Exp+Res in particular. Our approach is similar to the approach in [12],
which mimics the expansion of inner-most universal variables in QRAT.
There are, however, some subtle but important differences to [12]. First,
in [12] the universal variables are fully expanded, which could potentially duplicate the whole formula. In contrast, we expand arbitrary variables and focus
only on the clauses that are used as axioms in the ∀-Exp+Res proof. By only
deriving these clauses (using new definitions), we can ensure that the resulting
proof is small. Second, in [12] the QRAT proof is generated during proof search,
when it is still unclear if the formula is true or false. In our simulation here, the
proof of unsatisfiability is given as input and therefore we know from the beginning that the formula is false. This allows us to delete clauses eagerly (deletion
doesn’t have to preserve satisfiability), which is not the case in [12].
A closer look at our simulation shows that the only features of QRAT needed
for the simulation are Q-resolution, definition introduction, and extended universal reduction. A system that uses only these features could be seen as extended
Q(Drrs )-resolution in the dependency framework of Slivovsky and Szeider [24].
In propositional logic, we know that extended resolution polynomially simulates
DRAT [19] but it is not known if extended Q-resolution [17] or extended Q(Drrs )resolution can polynomially simulate QRAT. It is also still unclear how QRAT
is related to the stronger expansion-based systems IR-calc and IRM-calc [4].
Finally, since there exist efficient proof checkers for QRAT and since the size
increase induced by our simulation is only linear, our simulation could be used
in practice to validate the results of expansion-based solvers.
8
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